
IMPROVISATION 
& PERFORMANCE 

RESIDING IN THE 
BODYMIND

Interrogating the space of the body
& performance 

Body Mind Centering & Authentic Movement 

two workshops with 

Alice Cummins
March 10 �– April 14, 2010

ALICE CUMMINS 
Alice is a master teacher who offers her independent 
workshops throughout Australia. She is a practicing 
dance artist, Body-Mind Centering® Practitioner 
and internationally quali ed movement educator 
(ISMETA). Her career has spanned the leap from 
classical to post-modern dance and she has studied 
and been inspired by Nancy Stark-Smith, Lisa Nelson, 
Steve Paxton and Julyen Hamilton amongst other 
luminaries of the post-modern dance world. Alice 
has a Masters from Victoria University and recently 
returned from teaching at Denison University, Ohio 
and creating a solo work in NYC with choreographer 
RoseAnne Spradlin. She has taught at universities in 
Melbourne, Sydney and Perth within theatre, dance, 
visual art and interior architecture departments and 
has been a mentor to a generation of Australia dance 
and theatre artists. 
 
Alice�’s work occurs in an environment of re ned 
awareness and her teaching arises from a deeply felt 
and embodied place. Her approach is accessible to 
people from diverse backgrounds. She welcomes 
the richness and contribution of this in the learning 
and sharing of knowledge. 

BOOKING FORM
I enclose payment of  $ .......... for residing in the bodymind 
    $ .......... for improvisation & performance

Name .....................................................................................................................

Address ..................................................................................................................

.......................................................................... Postcode ......................................

Tel ..................................................................... Email ...........................................

Direct payment: NAB  BSB: 082 057 ACC: 55958 5230 
Make cheques etc. payable to: FOOTFALL  and post to 
PO BOX 622  EAST MELBOURNE  8002 
Con rmation will be sent on receipt of payment

Image: Alice Cummins 
65 West Broadway NYC

I absolutely treasure the 
time in Alice’s classes. It’s 

diffi cult to do justice to the 
work in words; you really 

have to experience it. What 
I can say is that this work is 
of enormous benefi t, allow-
ing me to restore my self, to 
‘recompose’, to ‘regather’ 
my being. I would recom-
mend Alice’s work, with-
out hesitation, to anyone. 

Natalie M 
 

I particularly enjoyed the 
BMC work, and the lan-
guage, which you used to 
enhance my experience of 

my own somatic 
reality... Ilan A 

 
Thank you for continuing 

your wonderful classes – it’s 
such a breath of fresh air! 

Janette H

FURTHER ENQUIRIES 0419 227 800  
www.alicecummins.com       info@footfall.com.au 



Residing in the Bodymind 
Body Mind Centering & Authentic Movement 

BMC is about exploring the continuum in our evolution ... 
Myra Avedon (Koln 2003) 

 
In these workshops our focus will be to spend time listening and developing 
a practice of attention. This becomes the ground for deeper investigation of 
our bodymind. This practice will be illuminating for anyone interested in the 
moving bodymind and will include guided somatic movement, information, 
imagery and directed touch. The study of Body-Mind Centering® can be 
applied to many situations and offers a place of deep investigation for artists 
as well as professionals engaged in diverse  elds of work and research. 
 
Through conscious embodiment we can  nd support for our lives and create 
stability within an environment of discovery. This work offers powerful ways of 
renewing ourselves through a creative process that is supportive and perceptive 
of individual needs. Time will be given for integration of the material through 
the practice of Authentic Movement, shared discussion, moving/dancing, 
writing and drawing.  
 
These workshops will be of interest to anyone seeking a deeper understanding 
of their existence and the profound and lasting effect of engaging with 
embodied knowledge. 
 

Please bring writing and drawing materials with you. 
 

* Please wear loose comfortable clothing and bring a blanket for lying on the 
 oor. 

 
Numbers will be limited for this class so book early. 

Improvisation & Performance 
Interrogating the space of the body and performance 

Somatic foci; spatial awareness and framing; phrasing and musicality; 
distilling inner and outer narratives; feedback as performer and 

audience/viewer. 
 

 The body is where I begin and return for inspiration. 
 
These workshops will generate embodied performance making that is strongly 
based in an articulate dancing body. From a somatic warm-up to vigorous 
dancing, each class will proceed from a particular focus that prepares 
participants for moving and making. We will practice solos, duets, trios and 
group improvisations from given and self-created scores, accumulating skills 
that inform decision making in the moment-by-moment composing that is 
improvisation. 
 
Beginning with the body, immersion in somatic experience prepares the 
performer imaginatively and kinesthetically, generating material that is 
surprising, unpredictable and poetic. This �‘ground�’ becomes the source and 
resource for creating performances. This approach generates performances 
that are alive, tender, and intelligent and frequently exquisitely moving �… an 
embodiment of the moment steeped in memory, narrative and meaning. 
 
Alice�’s work is in uenced by Body-Mind Centering (BMC) and New Dance 
practices. Her work offers dancers, physical theatre performers and movement 
artists a unique approach to technique, composition and improvisational 
performance. 
 

A sustaining interest for me is bringing the person into the 
performance – to make visible the emotional and feeling life

of the performer. 
 

 
Dates:   10th March �– 14th April 2010  (6 weeks)    
Time:   Wednesdays 11 �– 1pm  
Venue:   Cecil St Studio, 66 Cecil Street Fitzroy 
Cost:   $180  (full payment to be made by 1st workshop)

Dates:   10th March �– 14th April 2010 (6 weeks)
Time:   Wednesdays  6.30pm �– 8.30pm   
Venue:   Cecil St Studio, 66 Cecil Street Fitzroy 
Cost:   $180  (full payment to be made by 1st workshop)


